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A set A C Iin is star-shaped if there is a t E A such that, for all y E A and t E [0, I], ty + (1 -t) x E A. It is easy to verify that an open, star-shaped set is homeomorphically convex. It is the purpose of this note to give a proof of the following THEORWVI 1. Let ITC P be, up to homeomorphism, a compact simplicial complex and 4: K * R" a correspondence such that:
(ii) for every x E K, (b(x) is non-empty and homeomorphically convex, then J, has a continuous selection, i.e. there is a continuous function f : K --'f R"" such that f(x) E C(x) for all x E K.
As an application: This 6, exists because $I is upper semicontinuous, $ has an open graph and A, is compact.
Let g = (BBE1 ,..., BSJ be such that K = uy=r Bazj and take a triangulation K' of K subordinated to the covering 39 (i.e. every simplex of K' is a subset of a set in g).
Consider any full dimensional simplex A of the triangulation K'. Pick any 1 <j<HsuchthatACBsr . Define then the correspondence @,: A -+ R" by QA(y) = Arj . We have, for all y E A: This @ satisfies the conclusion of Proposition 2.
